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Editor’s Notes 
                                                        Our day to day life thrives on the dynamics of teamwork and its myriad nuances - sometimes easy, and sometimes not 

as easy, and of course on collaboration, which is the best way to achieve ‘win-win’ outcomes. As we negotiate through 

the demands of our personal and professional interests and aspirations, challenges play their roles persistently,        

reminding us that there are lessons to be learnt as we steer towards those all-important ‘wins’. 
 
With our busy schedules taking the best of our time, a question that repeatedly comes to my mind is, if somewhere 

along the perfect mantra of ‘achieving’, are we individually lost in the maze of ‘growth’, not being able to trace or track 

ourselves any longer? Is there irreverence and edginess creeping in with new challenges, new goals, new             

responsibilities, pressures and ambitions?  Our actions (and words) must convey ‘value teamwork and collaboration’ for 

us to take on challenges and overcome them. Are we doing enough? Do we acknowledge others' skill, experience, 
creativity, and contributions? Do we listen to and acknowledge the feelings, concerns, opinions, and ideas of 
others? Are we willing to expand on the ideas of a team member or a peer? 
 
It really couldn’t get easier than just that individual effort from each of us to collaborate, share knowledge, respond on 

priority, show courtesies that will bring a smile to the other, and probably earn you many smiles back. Simple – or, is it? 

It will require effort, humility, hard work, and at times, it will require checking one's pride at the door… let us 

remember to accept others as much as we accept ourselves and move forward in collaboration. Sometimes it becomes 

difficult to maintain that camaraderie as we work with the little uncertainties that is so much a part of team dynamics. 

Here’s a beautiful paradox - Uncertainty is the optimal path toward certainty, or at least the closest to certainty we can 

get. So, when we come face to face with those uncertainties, let’s remember that we individuals form the incomparable 

mosaics that construct the ‘big wins’, and big wins are almost always collaborative work.  
 
As intelligent human beings, we are distinctly dissimilar, I have seen ideas take extraordinary shapes and ride massive 

wins from adventurers, pub philosophers, rebels, iconoclasts to name a few of my favorite  ‘out of the box’ thinkers, and 

I must say, variety holds well.  Having said that, let’s harness our diversity, coalesce to make it happen, they say training 

with champions makes you one!   
 
“The world is moved along not only by the mighty shoves of its heroes, but also by the aggregate of the tiny pushes of 

each honest worker” - Helen Keller 

Bindu Vijayan 
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Leader’s Speak 
 
Dear GAVSians, 

At the outset, we from Talent Acquisition Group (TAG) thank you for your           

overwhelming support rendered towards our recruitment initiative. The growth of an 

organization is determined by the quality of resources that we hire. The first quarter of 

2015-16 has seen a leap from 22% to 32% hiring through employee referrals. We 

highly appreciate your contribution in referring quality resources to GAVS. As we set 

our sight towards a larger goal for the following quarters, we need to challenge ourselves by bringing in qualified and  

self-starting individuals into the organization. We look forward to your continued support. 
 
Key Takeaways 

 On-boarded 120 + resources Globally in Q1 inclusive of 36 backfills 
 Offer to joiner’s conversion rate has been 80% against the industry standard of 75% 
 Effective channel utilization 
 
The Game Changer in Recruitment for the current financial year would be...  

 Effective use of Social Media for hiring 
 Strengthen Employer Branding to attract and retain talent 
 Invest in Internal Hiring supplemented by timely backfills 
 Building Talent Pool for future engagements 
 Speed of hiring 
 
The outlook is positive for GAVS and we are glad to be a part of the larger picture. In my view, there are many USP's of 

working in GAVS, which include opportunity to learn and contribute, backed by an accessible senior leadership team. We 

have ample opportunities to make process improvements and shape the growth of the organization.  

With the aggressive transformation that we are going through, “hiring right candidate at right time with right attitude” 
is the mantra of the TAG team. 

Let’s make it happen together and be a part of the growth journey. 

Seetharam Subramanyam  

VP – Talent Acquisition  
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Know Your Client 
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Hunter Douglas (HD) is the world market leader in window coverings (blinds,      

shutters) and a major manufacturer of  architectural products. Hunter Douglas Group 

has its Head Office in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The Group is comprised of 

125 companies with 50 manufacturing and 75 assembly operations and marketing 

organizations in more than 100 countries. GAVS is engaged with their North      

American operations business units head quartered at Pearl River, NY, USA. Hunter 

Douglas employs about 16,500 people with sales in 2014 of USD 2.7 billion with NA 

contributing 43%.  

 
Hunter Douglas is our oldest existing customer. GAVS journey at HD began in 2002 with SAP Basis support. Over a 

period of 13 years, we have expanded to 6 other support areas including Web Services, SAP support, testing and the 

biggest of all Service Desk. We are 41 members now. The notable aspect about the HD relationship is that our support 

spreads across all the support towers within the CIO organization. Also due to the nature of engagements and its      

interdependencies, one of the notable aspects is that the various GAVS teams cohesively collaborate to ensure a much 

broader value system is established for HD. 

 
Key contributions and involvements of the team: 

 
Service Desk: We are on the path to establish a customer success center for HD. The proposal is currently under review 

by HD but once approved, there will be a paradigm shift in the way we engage. 

 
Web Services: Our team is championing the transition from the legacy of the Behemoth Remedy to Bonitasoft. The    

complex workflows handled by the team is being keenly followed by the Bonitasoft R&D team itself. 

 
SAP Support: Be it in ABAP development or in BW, the teams have proved time and again with their successful       

contributions agility doesn’t warrant onsite presence. The BW engagement was to be a pure support and maintenance 

engagements but within the first 3 months the team has been involved in their top 3 enhancement-development projects. 

Our Basis team ensures that the lights of their SAP systems are forever kept on. 

 

Hunter  Douglas 



Testing: There is no new product release at Hunter Douglas that doesn’t have an imprint of our team. The quick       

turnaround time by the team on testing closures has ensured the last minutes changes in product configurations is aptly 

seen through with zero customer impact.  

 
All HD engagements are governed by SLAs which do not permit even one miss due to the business critical nature of the 

support areas. It is a testimonial to the entire team effort that we have been able to continuously manage the high    

expectations. The next big stop for the engagements would be when HD starts on its big exercise of consolidating its 

manufacturing and fabrication instances.  

 
 
 
 

GEMS Education:  

We have a new Logo for end to end development of intranet portal for GEMS Education on SharePoint 2013. GEMS is 

one of the world's biggest independent education providers. From a single school founded by teachers 55 years ago, 

GEMS currently operates in 14 countries and are driven by the passion of over 13,000 educators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 By Blessy Sara Bobby 

Know Your Client 
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Project Updates  

ADM 
Frontier:  
The newly setup GAVS team for Frontier Development got very good     
appreciation from client after completing their first 3 months of work. The 
good work would not be possible without the solid support from the      
existing support team at onsite and offshore.  
Below is part of the huge list of appreciation from the Frontier client      
manager Maureen Otto:  

 
IHS:  
Value Add:  
During June-2015, part of the Events DB project, few event or casualties relating to ship or wrecks are to be provisioned 
and handled through the system to meet business requirement. Lenin, who is the technical lead went ahead and added 
additional events that are relevant and handled them which are not part of the requirements specified.  
 
Appreciation from client Tony Woodward, Director, PD&D, I H S:  
“Lenin,  
Many thanks for the great work on adding the additional event types even though they were not part of this iteration.  
Fantastic effort well done!!”  
 
NHT:  
Leadership Connect: Our CDO and BU-Head connected with Charles, VP-Product Development from NHT to get the 
feedback in terms of value-added partnership extended by GAVS. Charles, in response stated he is delighted and happy 
to be partnering with GAVS and the journey NHT has in preparing their product. Gaining clientele such as Blue Cross is 
a significant milestone and GAVS’ role is significant. 
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 “All team members are very professional and conduct themselves appropriately on the weekly calls. They 
were very quick to respond to direction regarding what I was looking for. This makes the   meeting run ex-
tremely fast and efficient. 

 The team has done a great job jumping on the reports which may not have been an expected task (.Net 
development vs SSRS) this too, speaks of their professionalism 

 Over all I am very pleased with you and the team’s performance.” 



Project Updates  

Wiley:  
GAVS team has recommended 'Mobizen' for sharing devices to reproduce bugs rather than the conventional methods of 
taking screenshots/videos. This has resulted in saving considerable time to investigate and fix the issue thereby reducing  
the cost. GAVS team has suggested pair testing for mobile devices which bring in more collaboration and facilitate    
greater test coverage and reduce invalid/duplicate defects. 
 
 
IMS 
GERBER Scientific: 
 
The customer runs SAP applications on IBM AIX platforms. The key challenges they faced were on operational/
maintenance costs and performance (SAP dialogue response time). Also, there was no DR/BCP in place for an      
eventuality. After careful evaluation, they decided to migrate SAP environment from AIX to Red Hat Linux. GAVS was 
chosen to drive this migration project. 
 
The GAVS team led by Mohanachander Parthiban with Rajeshkumar VP and Balaji Rajaraman at onsite, stepped in to 
steer the project towards completion amidst various challenges. GERBER SAP Datacenter successfully went live on 
June 28, 2015 with Red Hat Linux. End users are already experiencing better dialog response times on SAP (compared 
to AIX before) and DR test plans are currently underway. 
 
Yet another feather in GAVS’ cap !!   
 
JBFCS: 

JBFCS IT Expansion project’s goal is to successfully facilitate the acquisition of FEGS. The project goals included setting 
up new datacenter and implementing state of the art Compute and Storage Infrastructure. Project’s main goal also    
included to on-board 800+ new users into the JBFCS network that included new Desktops, AD & Email Accounts without 
affecting JBFCS’s clients.  
 
 Core site datacenter successfully built 
 Core networking completed 
 Cisco UCS implementation completed 
 EMC Xtremio storage implemented 
 90% server virtualized and moved to core site 
 User Site ( clinics and hospitals ) cutover - Out of 21 FEGS sites, 16 FEGS sites were migrated into JBFCS 
 
Project is scheduled for completion in mid-August.  
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GAVS Updates 

GAVS sponsors the DRHM 2015 

GAVS was the gold sponsor for the Dream Runner Half Marathon, Chennai, held on July 26th. The proceeds from our 

event would give prosthetics limbs to amputees. Thank you GAVSians for participating in this noble cause. 

 
CIO Review – GAVS among the 20 most promising Healthcare IT Company 

GAVS is recognized as a promising Healthcare IT Company. Read about GAVS empowering Healthcare clients with its 

Technology-led solutions, and aligning its services to be the forerunner in the IT curve, here -> http://www.cioreview.in/

magazines/CIO-May-2015/   

 
GAVS was a sponsor for the 2015 Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference 

GAVS was a proud bronze sponsor at the 2015 Microsoft Worldwide Partner conference, from July 12 - 16, at Orlando, 

FL. We showcased our predictive analytics platform GAVel™ in this event. 

 
GAVS has a new address 

In line with GAVS’ consistent efforts in enhancing its Corporate Identity and Brand Positioning www.gavsin.com has   

migrated to www.gavstech.com. 

 
GAVS featured in Silicon India Magazines – July 2015 issue - Best Companies to Work for - IT Infrastructure     
Management Service 
 
Silicon India recognizes GAVS’ celebration of its core RITE values, and grooming of its next-gen leaders. GAVS has 

been labeled as a Workplace to Cherish. 

Read the article – GAVS, A company with a heart - http://www.siliconindia.com/magazine-articles-in/

GAVS_Step_into_a_Company_with_a_Heart-UHYE48717329.html 
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Chargers - Final Face-off updates 
 
Carom champions: 
 
Winners  : Naresh & Kanagaraj 
1st Runner up   :  Thaufeeq & Jayakumar 
2nd Runner up  :  Gopi & Subhashri 
 
Chess Champions: 
 
Winner  : Selvam.G.G 
1st Runner up    :  Manzoor Ali 
2nd Runner up  : Govind Sridharan 
 
Table Tennis: 
 
Winners  : M S Naresh & Senthil Murugan 
1st Runner up    : Srini & Subu 
2nd Runner up  : Sridhar & Kanumuri Raju 
 

Art Corner 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By Vinoth Mariyappan  

GAVS Updates 
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Blog Corner 
By Abhinav Jain 

A small technological marvel occurs on almost every visit to a web page. In the seconds that elapse between the user’s 

click and the display of the page, an ad auction takes place in which hundreds of bidders gather whatever information 

they can get on the user, determine which ads are likely to be of interest, place bids, and transmit the winning ad to be 

placed in the page. 

How can all that happen in approximately 100 milliseconds? Let’s explore the timeline and find out what goes on behind 

the scenes in a modern ad auction. The cast of characters in an ad auction are: 

 User 
 Web server being visited 
 An exchange 
 A bidder or Demand Side Platform (DSP) 
 Third-party sites that collect demographic and behavioral data on users  
 Advertisers 
The top ten U.S. web sites’ average load times range from 1.7 to 12.4 seconds. Typical load times are 3 or 4 seconds 

for broadband, and 5 to 10 seconds for mobile networks. So let’s look at each step in the auction and how long it takes. 

Preparing for the ad request 

An ad auction is triggered while the web browser is loading a page. When the user clicks on a link or enters a URL, the 

server returns a page with ad tags that contain Script to invoke an auction with a particular exchange. The browser then 

issues a request to an exchange or to a supply-side platform that then sends it to the exchange. 

Then the browser passes the user’s IP address, the user agent string, and available cookies to the exchange. The 

browser also passes information on the web page being visited and characteristics of the desired ad. These            

characteristics include whether it’s banner, pop-up, video, etc.; the size of the area where it will be displayed and wheth-

er a video will auto-play when loaded. 

Each party in the auction tries to identify users, normally through cookies. Indeed, both exchanges and DSPs try to find 
out as much about user preferences as possible by sharing their knowledge of the user with third-party sites that collect 
demographic data, information on shopping habits, etc. However, none of these companies are interested in personally 
identifying information such as name. 
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Blog Corner 
 
Many modern browsers disable third-party cookies by default. Mobile devices also often have no cookies, and native 
apps don’t use cookies. A correspondent can use the device ID from Android or iOS as an identifier. 
 
Auditing ads is a standard practice across the industry. Categorization of ads is done to serve appropriately. The  
screeners make sure the ads are not misleading and they meet the websites’ standards for appropriateness. 
 
DSPs also see ads in advance in order to match them accurately to the user. Exchange and DSP store as much data in 
advance to cut critical milliseconds off the real-time auction process. 
 

Timeline for an ad auction 

Once an exchange receives the request for an ad, a window of 100 milliseconds starts. At this point, events go as    
follows: 
 
1. User identification (<10 milliseconds). 
 
A key/value store works quickly for the simple lookup of a cookie or other identifying information. The challenge is to get 
a response to such a query over hundreds of gigabytes, in a few milliseconds. The identifier can be used for frequency 
capping. For instance, a user doesn’t see the same ad several times a day. 
 
2. Augment understanding of the user from third-party data (10 milliseconds). 
 
These third parties are the companies that accumulate information. The time allowed for them to return data is so short 
that they often can’t spare time for network transmission, and instead co-locate at the exchange server site.  
 
3. Get bid request from the DSPs (50 milliseconds). 
 
A typical process at a DSP is: 
 
A. User identification. 
 
The DSP takes the identifying information on the user to find him/her in its database. In addition to the key/value lookup, 
DSP also does geo-location lookups. For each auction they make hundreds of comparisons. 
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B. Augment understanding of the user from third-party data. 
 
Like the exchange, the DSP passes the information it has about the user to third-party data providers. The data provider 
sends DSP new data each hour on users for whom they have new information. DSP stores the information in its        
database. 
 
C. Choose the most appealing ad. 
 
The DSP can return only a single ad from all the advertisers it serves. Having collected information on all ads including, 
the price the advertiser is willing to pay and having determined user characteristics (such as location, demographics, and 
preferences), DSP picks the ad most likely to win the bid and sends it back to the exchange. 
 
4. Order the ads by bid price. 
 
Because the highest bid is likely to win the auction, the exchange uses this critical piece of information to line up the ads 
from each bidder. 
 
5. Apply business logic. 
 
The exchange still has to make sure the ad is appropriate for the website and meets its policies. Select the winning ad 
and transmit it to the browser. 
 

 

Figure 1. Ad auction timeline 
All the preparation and last-minute thinking that went into the auction results in returning the perfect ad that will, of course, send you or me into a 
state of joy where we have no recourse but to make a purchase. 

References: http://radar.oreilly.com; http://www.aerospike.com; 

Blog Corner 
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Blog Corner 
By Pavithra Venkataraman 

Over the years of working with DataStage, I have come across some tips that I find can be huge time savers when  
working with the Standardization Rules Designer (SRD) in Quality Stage; designed to aid in the enhancement of    
Standardization rule sets. We use Standardization Rule Sets in a Quality Stage to do the following: 
 
Assign data to its appropriate metadata fields. Standardize ensures that the data within a specific field is being used for 
the business purpose defined in the metadata. For example, credit records might have a driver’s license number in the 
address line 1 field and a customer’s address in the address line 2 field. To synchronize data with its appropriate 
metadata field, the driver’s license number can be moved to a separate field for the driver’s licenses. 
 
Decompose free-form fields into single component fields. For example, the customer’s address can be decomposed 
into House number, Street name, PO Box, Rural Area, and other smaller component fields. 
 
Identify new data fields based on the underlying data. New fields that do not exist on input, such as Gender Flag,          
Individual/Business Record Indicator can be populated by the application, based on table or file look-ups. 
 
Break up records storing multiple entities. It might be necessary to create a separate record for each person or entity 
that is represented on a single input record (such as joint accounts). A separate record allows for a more complete     
linkage of all entities in the input files. 
 
Exclude records that do not meet minimum criteria. Based on defined business rules, the application can be required to 
exclude or reject records that do not meet basic requirements (for example, records that do not contain a name or    
address). 
 
We can also use the browser-based interface to add or modify classifications, lookup tables, and rules. We can also  
import sample data to validate the enhancements to the rule set by adding or modifying a rule by mapping input values 
from an example record to output columns. This rule splits concatenated values in an input address record by mapping 
each part of the input value to a different output column. 
 
To conclude, this can be a very powerful tool as it provides an intuitive and efficient framework that we can use to create 
or enhance standardization rule sets. 
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Blog Corner 

By Jayati Das 

“He who fails to plan, plans to fail”. 
 
Really? Does it mean people who don’t follow rule books, are not organized or don’t have their outlook calendars set, 
won’t succeed? 
 
Well, they might succeed; but again, they might not.  
 
Just as the lack of plan doesn’t guarantee failure, not having one, definitely takes one away  from the goals they set to 
meet, the targets they set to achieve. 
 
Planning is the first step we take to convert well thought ideas into something concrete, real and achievable. Life just 
doesn’t comprise of the past you have lived and the future you would have, instead it’s this day you and I are living …
spending (it should be precious enough that’s why they call it so I suppose) and what we do with our now, our today, our 
minutes, hours and days, that, is creating a past and giving hopes for the future. 
 
Well one can argue that I can spend my present well without much planning ….just take things as they come, live it well 
without consuming myself ticking checklists for the hour and the passing day. Yes it sounds so good, so comfortable to 
not take the pain and account of what and how we spend our time and just try to spend it to the best of our ability.  
To think ahead and plan, is a time when we think and talk to ourselves. It is reflecting on and reminding oneself of all 
that one should know before doing things .These things can be anything: an evening with the family, a bank task, your 
credit card bill payment, your office assignments, your mailbox cleanup, absolutely anything. 
 
What all do I have at hand? What is the priority and difficulty level of things to do? Which one should I take up for today?  
Which one should I tackle first? How should I space it out, to get a breather in between? Who can help me with this? 
How much of my time should I spend completing it? 
 
How does one plan? Remember when we were in school we had a time table to follow? It was a plan for our days and 
the week by our teachers. 

 
Scheduling and organizing are usually the initial steps all of us take ( should take if we already don’t ) to plan. To plan 
for you day, you can have your “To do list “, to plan office hours we already have outlook calendar, which can be used to 
plan out our hours and prioritize work ,meetings ,calls etc. 
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Blog Corner 

Prioritization of tasks at hand is very important in Planning. We need to organize our plans to be prioritized to give us 
the best possible result. If out of 10 tasks I do the 8 lesser important tasks and leave out the 2 most important ones – it 
shows my lack of prioritizing skills. It clearly shows I don’t even know which task is more important than the other. Time 
and resources always being limited, one should always apply the “80-20 Pareto principle”. The Pareto principle (also 
known as the 80–20 rule) states that, for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. 
When we say we have planned, it should mean we have made some preparation. 
 
A plan is a plan, if it is thorough and specific. The more thorough, precise and specific our plans are, the greater their 
chances of being converted to reality. Daydreaming, running positive thought in mind is not planning. 
How many times have we rushed at doing something before thinking through it and regretted it later. ‘I could have 
thought of it before?’ 
 
To achieve a long term plan, there have to be many mini plans to be executed.  
 
Plans always don’t work – even the best ones meet the unknown risks and roadblocks. There should be backup plan 
when one or some of these don’t work and an alternate to achieve the same. 
 
Make a ‘To Do’ list and prioritize and organize your tasks to make the most of your day. 
 
Planning brings structure to our days and these days become months and years and hence our life. Each of us, need to 
have plan for the hours we spend, plan for our day, plan for our months (Short term plans) and plan for our years (long 
term plans). Plan your hours and your days will be sorted, plan your days and your months will be sorted, plan your 
months your years would be sorted, plan your years ….yes you guessed it right your life would be sorted :) 
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Coffee with... Mitch Weiler 

Meet Mitch Weiler, Data Scientist, GAVel™ – the GAVSian inspired by numbers 
and analytics, who likes to find patterns in them! He admits he is big on routines 
and setting up patterns for himself, analyses his performance week to week in 
search of continuous improvement! He says he likes to learn something new every 
day and apply it to work, and life. A perfectionist? Read on, to make up your mind. 
 
Mitch went to grad-school in Columbia, and currently lives in Omaha, Nebraska. He 
studied at Oxford, and had some quality vacation time following his stint at Oxford.  
He has travelled through Europe – “lots of time in London, Montreal, the beaches in 

Mexico”, though his favorite holiday destination is Maui, in Hawaii. His first trip to Maui was when he won a free trip – 
airfares, car rental, and the CEO’s condo, everything paid for!    
 
Mitch comes from a big family – he has an elder brother and an elder sister.  His sister is a Pediatrician, married, with 3 
kids. He has a step-brother, married, with 3 kids again, and a step-sister, with 2 kids, and his brother and his girlfriend of 
8 years. 
 
His enthusiasm and zest for life is contagious. He is passionate about everything he does, and enjoys working at being 
the best at whatever he chooses to do – work or recreation. Here is someone who believes his body is his temple, and 
is diligent about caring for himself. He works-out a couple of hours after work, does strength-training, sit-ups, abs, runs 4 
miles in 32 minutes once a week, “to reduce the pressure work and life in general puts on your body.”  He swims a mile 
in 45 minutes. He goes golfing once a week if he can, he says the sport relaxes him, and frees the mind!  
 
Again the word ‘perfectionist’ comes to mind when he says he follows a strict diet, and seems to enjoy the discipline he 
has set for himself. He drinks only water, fermented tea, ‘a lot of probiotics’, enjoys fruits, veggies and proteins, and 
avoids processed food entirely. 
 
Apart from his work that he is so passionate about, Mitch loves music and plays the guitar. He spends a lot of time 
‘drawing’, he says he has always been at it. He loves nature with its myriad colors that got me quizzing him about how 
he would translate what he likes about life into color. He said ‘purple’ and loves the vibrancy of what life has to offer.  
 
Mitch is intrigued by History and how we are building on it, and ponders about ‘life out there’, and ‘why we are here’…
The only thing he could think of, that he disliked was the ‘gloomy days of snow shoveling’, he hates being ‘stuck inside’ 
due to the weather. His deep interest in art came as another pleasant surprise to us – Mitch loves to visit museums, 
loved the paintings in the Sistine Chapel. He is fascinated with the ‘statue of David’ and described David as “his eyes 
look beyond and further”. He has a deep respect for art and creativity; ‘being creative is in line with my job’ and says he 
“loves the architecture of India.” 
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Coffee with... 

His advice to other young professionals –  
 
“There is great future in Statistics that is worth exploring.” He says “have an idea of what you would like to tackle, be 
prepared at all times, and intern on actual ground experience. I learnt working. Get into the market and apply your skills 
by being an in-situ intern, you can see the actual work dynamics and how business is actually done.”   
 
His favorite experience as a professional –  
 
“When I predicted the market for a credit-card company who was a client, and the footprint increased significantly. That 
was a great experience. Developing solutions for a customer, to work on solving their problems is most gratifying. They 
want to know what markets to build, and I work out a linear model to show how much is spent in different geographies, 
help them determine where and who the competitors are, at regional, national, and state levels. How much competition 
is actually there in the market, predict the values right up to the zip-code levels, with important pointers on where there 
are no national players. To find the information in the international geographical dashboard, zoom right into the street 
levels for prospects, and help build strong sales pipeline.” 
 
“I don’t see anything built unless I am able to establish the value. I will work as hard as possible to build what I set out 
to.” Mitch is very “driven internally”, he admits. “When I was younger, I was very small, and I learnt that I have to be  
willing to work harder to be bigger than ‘they’ are.”  
 
What’s your fav take on life - 
 
“Life is about continuous improvement, about being the best person you can; day in, and day out..” 

Bindu Vijayan 

Art Corner 

 

 

 

 

 
By Vinoth Mariyappan  
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‘I don’t wear Sunscreen’  Kavipriya Moorthy  

Meet Kavipriya Moorthy, a fellow GAVSian who is living her dream. Kavipriya has just published her first novel ‘I don’t 
wear sunscreen’, which is picking up great reviews – Notion Press has ranked the novel #4. 
 
Kavipriya joined GAVS as a Fresher, and is a happy GAVSian.  She left GAVS to do a short stint in the UAE, and came 
back to GAVS because she thinks ‘it is good here’, after going out into other parts of the corporate world. 
 
Kavipriya was born and raised in Chennai, did her graduation from Anand Institute of Technology, and MBA from Anna 
University. Her writing started purely for fun, she wrote short stories with a group of writers who met through social    
media. She has written short stories, and lots of poems, but was reluctant to try a novel. She had a lot of            
encouragement from Yaagneshwaran, an ex-GAVsian, who urged her to keep writing, she remembers fondly. 
 
She explains enthusiastically that working on the plot was absorbing and pushed her boundaries. She had to do some 
thorough research on depression, and got talking to counselors to understand the state of depression from clinical levels 
and perspective, to give the protagonist the real pain and depth of living through the illness.  
 
Kavipriya had Anuradha Mehta from Mumbai who did the editing of the book. She says Anuradha was a big help       
especially with the areas in the book where Mumbai gets covered. 
 
Kavipriya admits with her million dollar grin that ‘she must be an ambivert’! “Solitude gives me happiness, but being with 
my bunch of friends make me happy as well, and I never feel lonely.” Her friends along with her family are a big support 
system for her, and are thrilled for her. “Some of them are reading a novel for the first time! And it’s because of me”. 
She quips. 
 
‘A shy smile, a sensitive soul, and a head full of brains’, I think, when I hear her talk…She admits she is pampered and 
protected by her parents, and being away from them and her younger sister when she accepted a job in Dubai was a 
tough decision. She however chose to come back to her family, and GAVS in a year’s time! 
 
Here are some interesting facts about Kavipriya; 
 
Give us an insight into your main character. What does he/she do that is so special? 
 
It is about a girl’s life - her innocence ruptures as she transforms from a 16 year old to a 24 year old. Her fragile       
innocence and her journey to become a much mature, worldly person, her relationship with her mother, her relationship 
with her boyfriend who is a misogamist, and how she finds herself in a space that is so contradictory to her own beliefs 
and dreams. 
 
It starts off straight about a girl’s life, those she meets in her life between her 16 to 24 years of life. The journey which 
ruptures the innocence one carries through teenage. The story revolves around a misogamist, giving enough justice for  
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his choice of being one. It has strong mother-daughter relationship, a love track to impress the age, friendship, moments 
about one’s reaction to what life presents.  
 
Where do the ideas come from?  
 
“From my day to day life. I once wrote a poem from the perspective of a small plant by the railway track.  It was about 
the talk between the tiny plant and myself, about the plant’s thoughts on the trains passing by, and the people around it.” 
 
What is the hardest thing about writing?  
 
“Every author would find it difficult when you complete half the book, you will start questioning yourself whether you are 
writing a proper book. There are a lot of things that come up, you are nervous if the book will do well, if the reader is 
going to feel that the read was time well spent, and there is the sale and royalty of course.” 
 
Do you ever get writer’s Block? 
  
It took me about a year to write this book. And I did go through the writer’s block, and it wasn’t easy. I have done a lot of 
my writing sitting in Amethyst, over a cup of coffee.” 
 
How was the cover-page made ? 
 
“One day while I was waiting at the signal, I found everyone in gloves, and that brought my title to the fore. The publish-
er wanted it very simple, and I sent them a very detailed account of how I wanted my cover page. I designed it to the 
last detail myself. The cover does play an important part in the buying process I agree, and I had to give it its due.” 
 
My favorite saying — “Write drunk and edit sober”, she says all smiles! 
Here are a few links that has Kavipriya’ s work; 

Micro-mini stories - HeMeStory -- https://www.wattpad.com/story/39619054-hemestory/parts 
Emotional horror - https://www.wattpad.com/story/40981602-it%27s-maggie-again 
Professional blog - http://www.yoursprofessionally.com/ 

 
To complete our session, I asked her my favorite question, the one I was waiting to ask her all the time – And she an-
swers readily, “I must say that the easiest thing about writing is fulfilling, lots of wow moments.” That is so much on 
the debut author for you – dreams in her eyes, inviting all the wow moments that is due to her from our universe. 
 
Wish her luck, GAVSians…grab your copy at Amazon -- http://www.amazon.in/dp/9352061667 

Bindu Vijayan 

‘I don’t wear Sunscreen’  
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5 Questions Sundaram Prakash 

Story behind Prakash Sundaram!! 
 
Prakash has a great passion for work and has been a part of GAVS from 
the time it evolved (even before!). He adores GAVS. He looks upon 
GAVS as his own family. He likes everyone here and I am sure every 
GAVSian who knows him, would definitely like him. He does everything 
that others request him to do, without a complaint. Let’s now hear from 
him, his answers to our 5 questions. 

A man of few words….. I am wondering  
 
What keeps you motivated to be at office every day? 

I like to work and that makes me come to work every day!! I do my work very happily and I also enjoy it. ‘Fun at work’ is 
my mantra. 
 
How are you so smart and active at this age? What is the secret of this? 
I work with young people and that makes my mind young (with a big laughter!!). Smile makes me look young of course 
(Grins). Above all, work keeps me happy and young. 
 
Who do you like the most? 
I like everyone. But my daughter is very special to me. I am attached to her more. She is very knowledgeable and good 
at sports, studies. She always does whatever I ask her. 
 
When will you be fulfilled in life? 

After 3 years , I want my daughter to complete Masters in Management and later get her married. All this would 
make me fulfilled and happy. 
 
Your message to GAVSians…. 
 
The way I like GAVS, I recommend and request all others to like the organization which according to me is when     
work - life becomes simple. 
 
 

Susanne Roseline Mary & Dharini Ranganath 
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Off the track 

Art Corner 

 

 

 

 

                     Shree Krishnan, S/O Rajesh Krishnan,                                   Shruythi, D/O Priya,  
         Senior Manager - Delivery, Middle East.                                                          Lead Associate - Software Development. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                  Vinoth Mariyappan  
                                      Manager—Sales 
         Answer for last month’s                               Winner for last month’s                      
  Fun Corner                         Contest 
 

 

 

 

 

name 
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Anu Nagan  



100097 Abdul Hakeem. A 20-Aug-07 8 years 

100225 Venkata Subramanian. M.T. 1-Aug-10 5 years 

100311 R.Nandhakumar 2-Aug-10 5 years 

100325 P. MohanaChander 11-Aug-10 5 years 

100332 M. Vinay Kumar Reddy 12-Aug-10 5 years 

100334 Saranya Rameshkumar  12-Aug-10 5 years 

100335 Yamini. T 12-Aug-10 5 years 

100343 Aravind Kumar. S 12-Aug-10 5 years 

100346 Ramya. J 12-Aug-10 5 years 

100354 Manoranjitham. V 12-Aug-10 5 years 

100365 N. Roop Sundar 16-Aug-10 5 years 

100369 Askar ali Masood. P. A 16-Aug-10 5 years 

100373 Ajay Ghose S.B. 17-Aug-10 5 years 

100758 Venkata Naidu Marada 1-Aug-11 4 years 

100765 V. Raguraman 4-Aug-11 4 years 

100767 Juliana Koshy 1-Aug-11 4 years 

100778 Karunamoorthi G 17-Aug-11 4 years 

100781 Prakash Marikkani 22-Aug-11 4 years 

100784 Masthan Rao Yenikapati 22-Aug-11 4 years 

100785 Harish Kumar K 3-Aug-11 4 years 

100790 Kunhiraman Suresh 1-Aug-11 4 years 

101211 Debabrata Sinha 8-Aug-12 3 years 

Work Anniversaries 
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The Team  Pulse

 Valanjanganam Waterfalls, Kerala, India. Photo by - Jangannathan Sampath

Abhinav, Bindu, Dharani, Farhana, Jagan, Jaya�, Joshua, 

Karkki, Susanne, Rakhi, Shalini and Yuva




